Traffic Rules/Plan for szmc/szh.
Last updated on: 06/11/15.

Visitors/patents park cars at main corridor of SZMCH starting from DHQ entrance
till pp block gate, owe to only one entry/exit at main gate create big problem
during duty hours (07:45 to 14:30), the situation become more worst when they
returns/reverse and overtaking each others in same single road/corridor.
There are approximately 400 to 500 vehicles entered in SZMCH complex and 200
to 250 park every time from 07:45 to 14:30 hours in designated parking, at own,
visitor park at main road/corridor.
Keeping in view and discussed with all HoD’s/CA and parking staff, hence
following plan is decided to follow.
1. Separate entry for visitors SZMCH employees i.e. from main gate (DHQ),
visitors will enter from left hand side and employees from right hand side, a
sign board also display for this.
2. SZMCH road will declared one way, entry from main gate and exit from pp
block gate, daily 07:30 hours to 14:30 hours.*1
3. SZMCH employees will use PP block – M.S. residence—CCU 1 road to
approach admin block and other departments to re-approach.
4. All sticker vehicles will park in allocated parking areas and ‘’general car
parking for Dr.’’ at described points (i.e. ccu-1, ccu-2, CCU-old, eye, medical,
ENT, Ortho, Psychiatry, Skin, etc.) at PP block, new car parking area. *3
5. Exit gate will be used from PP block gate, and will be closed at 22:30 hours.
*2
6. Masjid gate will be opened only for SZMCH employees for pick and drop for
their kids from school, timing are 0800 to 0900 hours,1400 to 1500 hours
and on Friday 1200 to 13:00 hours.*5
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7. There are three free parking areas for SZMCH employees at main gate,
adjacent of TAPL cook house and outside of Ortho ward to overcome
excessive numbers of staff’s motorbikes/bicycles.
8. Rickshaw entry is only allowed limited for emergency patients, doctors on
duty, MBBS students, nursing staff and nursing students. entry stickers for
all aforementioned rickshaws will be issued from security department.
Pick/drop points and timing also be mentioned. *4
9. Visitor’s car parking is limited only at main admin road and urology and ccuii road on left hand side of road.
10.Pick/drop points for all are only at left hand side on road and right hand
side of road be cleared for other vehicles.
11.All commercial van will be park outside of SZMCH premises.
12.Use of mobile during driving is strictly prohibited.
13.Pakistan highway traffic rules must be adhered.
14.Violations of aforementioned rules will be dealt accordingly to law.
Major

Zaheer ud Din Babur (Retd)
Chief Security Officer
Sheikh Zayed Medical College/Hospital
Rahim Yar Khan
1

Amendments:
*1: (01/09/2015) From 07:00 hours to 07:00 hours (24 hours).
*2: 01/09/2015) From 07:00 hours to 07:00 hours (24 hours).
*3: General car parking is open place/w/o shed and only SZMCH staffs/Dr would park to control/organize for
smooth function of trafficking.
*4: (15/09/2015.)
*5: ( 6/11/2015). Opened on request of majority of application of resident of SZMCH employees.
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